Marketing Learning Spaces
Places to Study

There are plenty of places to study in the Library. Expand the sections below to learn more about them.

- Overnight Study
- Group Study Rooms
- General Study/Seating
- Collaborative Study
- Quiet Study/Seating
- Silent Study/Seating
- Computing
- Graduate Student Study
- Presentation Practice
- Media Viewing
- Media Production/Editing

See Also
- Reserve a Group Study Room
- Cancel your Room Reservation
- Library Floor Plans
- Campus Study Locations
- Library Use & Conduct Policies
- Other Library Policies
- De-Stress Activities
Child-Friendly Group Study Room

Use

In partnership with the Student-Parent Group of UCSD Health, Recreation and Well-Being, the library offers a study room specifically intended for use by student parents accompanied by young children. Children may not be left alone in the room for any reason or length of time. Children must remain with a parent at all times, and parents are responsible for their children and children's behavior while in the library.

The room is available for open use when not reserved by others. All room users, including student parents with young children, must reserve the room or risk having to leave when asked by a group with a reservation.

The Student-Parent Group also requests that student parents who use the room sign in on the sheet on the door to help ensure continued support for this specialized space.

Offerings

The room contains a large table, computer, and whiteboard for student use. It also offers child-sized furniture, manipulatives, and a collection of works by Dr. Seuss (compliments of the Audrey Geisel University Librarian and Dr. Seuss Enterprises).

Coloring pages and crayons are available by request at the nearby service desk. Whiteboard supplies are available for checkout at the Front Desk.

Additional outlet covers are available at the nearby service desk, if needed. Parents are responsible for requesting these, as desired.

Comments or Questions?
The Learning Commons in the Main Library is a tech-infused comfortable and flexible learning space and one-stop academic and information help center...with good coffee! The commons includes space for group collaboration and individual study with modern technology amenities and high-quality assistance with information and technology resources.
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Welcome to the Hunt Library brochure

WELCOME TO THE
HUNT LIBRARY

Visualize
Your work displayed on a giant video wall • Your books delivered by a robot • Your next great idea taking shape in a simulated environment

Discover
The face of NC State University in the 21st century • A space that expands the frontiers of learning and research

Connect
With peers and colleagues across disciplines • With tools that erase distances • With world-class research collections

Create
The next video game that changes the industry • A 3D model or prototype • A professionally mixed film or score • New solutions from “big data”… or anything you can imagine

Find out more:
www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary
The Weigle Information Commons is a high-tech collaborative learning space that provides a variety of facilities, equipment and training in support of teaching and research.

Program Partners and Services

**The Weingarten Learning Resources Center**  
Helps with project planning, writing, study strategies and time management.

**The Writing Center**  
Guides students on writing for different audiences and purposes.

**CWiC** [Communication Within the Curriculum]  
Assists students with presentations and provides workshops on communication.

**Penn Libraries Research & Training Services**  
Works with students on effective research skills, supports digital media production and offers training in the use of various information technologies.

Facilities and Technology

- Twelve Data Diner Booths with laptops, desktops and flexible displays for groups of up to six.
- Ten group meeting rooms with laptops, desktops and flexible displays for groups of up to eight. Three rooms also provide self-service video recording.
- Two alcoves with flexible furniture, whiteboards and large displays for groups of up to fifteen.
- Technology-infused teaching space in the Class of 1968 Seminar Room, which includes:
  - Multimedia projector
  - Wall-sized whiteboard
  - 20 PC and 20 Mac laptops
  - 35 Personal Response “clickers”
  - Videoconferencing
  - Audio and video recording
- Vitale Digital Media Lab
- Self-service printing and scanning
- Wide range of software—multimedia, audio, video, animation, image-editing, web authoring, statistics, Geographic Information Systems and scientific—available on all computers.
The Weigle Information Commons, a joint undertaking of the Penn Libraries, the College of Arts and Sciences and the Office of the Provost, supports collaborative learning using the latest technologies.

The Weigle Information Commons brochure
http://wic.library.upenn.edu/multimedia/docs/wiccard_regularsize.pdf

Vitale Digital Media Lab

The lab is a unique, fully-staffed facility open to Penn students, faculty and staff. It includes:

- Eleven video editing stations
- Poster printing
- Flatbed, slide, film and large format scanners
- Video and audio conversion and capture
- Experienced lab consultants who provide one-on-one and small group assistance

Popular Uses of the Media Lab

- Convert VHS and mini-DV to digital format
- Digitize vinyl records and audio cassettes
- Edit, combine and mashup video clips
- Digitize 35mm slides
- Scan a page into a PDF document
- Create a website with sound and video
- Record an audio narrative to a PowerPoint presentation

WICshops

The Commons holds several hundred workshops each year. Topics include:

- Video and Audio editing
- Microsoft Office
- Digital Image Enhancement
- Study and Research skills
- New technology trends

Contact Information

WIC Service Desk: 215-746-2660
Vitale Digital Media Lab: 215-746-2661
Director: 215-746-2659
wic1@pobox.upenn.edu
http://wic.library.upenn.edu

Visit the WIC website to find walk-in service hours, reserve a room or Data Diner booth, borrow equipment, or register for a workshop.

David B. Weigle Information Commons
Van Pelt-Dietrich Library Center
3420 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6206
6th Floor Opens January 13
- Math Central (West side of 6th Floor) is your single stop for ALL instructor-led math classes, labs, tutoring, and support.
- Math classes in Rooms 652 and 654. Labs in Room 677 and 680.

7th Floor Opens January 27
- Visit the Tutoring Center in Room 710, your key to the services of the Center for Learning Support Services (CLSS). It offers group study sessions, academic coaching, learning consultants, Saluki peer mentors, and math tutors for free.
- Testing Services (Room 781) provides proctoring of the following types of exams: distance education courses, nationally-standardized, professional certification, and make-up.

with New Academic Support Services, Flexible Classrooms, and Drop-in Collaborative Areas!
MORRIS LIBRARY FLOORS 6 & 7
Special Features for Students:

6TH FLOOR:
• 2 Math Labs each with 7 round tables housing 6 laptops each with a seating capacity of 84
• 4 classrooms (610A=24 seats, 640A=24 seats with computers, 652=38 seats, 654=30 seats)
• 6 mediascape collaborative tables that allow personal devices to connect to flat panel displays
• 4 study tables with power and networking
• 4 high-backed, “biz” tables with flat panel displays
• 39 casual seats on wheels
• 6,600 square feet of shelving for books

7TH FLOOR:
• Tutoring Center, Testing Services, and Center for Learning Support Services’ offices
• 4 classrooms (722=43 seats, 724=45 seats, 752=24 seats, 754=24 seats)

• 15 mediascape collaborative tables that allow personal devices to connect to flat panel displays
• 7 study tables with power and networking
• 7 high-backed, “biz” tables with flat panel displays
• 45 casual seats on wheels

FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
• Wireless-intensive floors with writeable glass walls.
• Check out adaptors to connect your personal devices to mediascapes from the Circulation Desk on the 1st floor.
• For computer support for mediascapes and biz and study tables call Systems, 453-help (M-Th 8 a.m.-9 p.m. and F 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.) or the Information Desk 453-2818 (F 4:30 p.m.-9 p.m., Sat 11 a.m.-7 p.m., Sun 1 p.m.-midnight).
• To schedule Rooms 610A, 722, and 724, call Central Scheduling at 453-2997.
• To schedule Rooms 640A, 752, and 754, call the Library Administration office, 453-2681.
• To schedule Rooms 640A, 752, and 754, call the Library Administration office, 453-2681.
You are invited to teach a class in the Antje Bultmann Lemke Seminar Room, located in the Special Collections Research Center on the sixth floor of Bird Library. In this high-tech classroom you can use rare and historical special collections materials to enhance teaching and learning. The room features advanced technologies and attentive personal support from library staff.

The Lemke room can accommodate 20 people and is available Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. To learn more about the Lemke room and SU's rich special collections, please call 315-443-2097.

On the front: the Lemke room, above, and bottom, left to right: images from the Margaret Burden White, Street and Smith, Grace Hartigan, medieval manuscripts, and Ronald B. Becker collections.